NOW HIRING: Are you a Crypto Mining Enthusiast!?  

KREA Swiss is a traditional manufacturer which, over the last years, has redefined itself as an innovation center with a focus on an increasingly diverse number of industries. 

As part of our product development strategy into the Crypto / Blockchain world, we are looking to hire a part time or full time enthusiast with experience in managing Crypto Mining Rigs. We would also consider an hourly consultation basis on evenings or weekends.

THE ROLE:

This is a fun and exciting hands on role which will touch all aspects of Mining Rigs:

- Building and designing GPU Mining rigs
- Optimising the GPU clock speeds / BIOS etc.
- Preparing OS and wallet accounts
- Researching upcoming changes to the industry (e.g. POW / POS)
- Supporting the programming partner in development a new Mining OS, Coin scripts

We are currently setting up our purpose built Mining Rigs department and preparing our marketing, with the view to starting sales & production in the next weeks.

ABOUT YOU:

You will have ran a GPU mining rig and possible built your own. You are experienced with current OS such as Simple Mining or Ethosdistro and have an absolute passion for this new industry. Ideally you have a “Bastler”-mentality and at least basic knowledge of electrical components.

If you are interested in the role, or simply to network in this exciting area, please contact us at: info@kreaswiss.com.

IMPORTANT: please provide a short profile of your relevant experience and strengths, plus a short motivation statement about why you want to work with KREA Swiss.